SL90-20 gearbox for Central engine

REFERENCE: SL90-20 4WD central

TECHNICAL DETAILS:

- 6, 5 or 4 speed dog ring gearbox with sequential gearing
- SADEV final drive 9x35, 10x31
- Variable ratios
- Maxi engine torque: 550 N.m (398 lbs/ft)
- Gear teeth are 20 wide, straight cut on 90mm centres
- Self-locking diff with a choice of ramp angles and preload settings
- Tripods output or lobro Ø 108 mm
- Specific aluminium housing
- Hydraulic release clutch
- Specific clutch shaft
- Splash lubrication
- 4WD transfer, orientable from 20° to 160°
- 4WD output for lobro Ø 94 mm or 1315 cross joint

OPTIONAL:

- Bell housing
- Gear display and switch for cut off system